Scandinavian
Flower Garden

by Jen Carlton Bailly of bettycrockerass

A fun mod flower sampler quilt that can be
combined into one quilt or separated and used
in a single quilt. The colors of the flowers are just a jumping off point! Put your
personal spin on each and use prints or a combo of prints and solids. The point of
each of these its to have fun, try new combinations, and see where your imagination
can take you. These flowers work great in prints and solids. This is a confident
beginner class. Finished quilt size 91” by 91” and each flower measures about 27” by
30” so they are BIG!

Kit Fee
$30 for complete set of acrylic templates
$5 paper pattern

Sewing Supplies
• 28 mm rotary cutter
• Spinning Cutting Mat (optional but used frequently and recommended)
• 50 or 80 weight thread
• Fine pins (optional but used frequently and recommended)
• Sewline (or your favorite) glue stick
• Square up rulers in 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, and 6.5 (optional but used frequently
and recommended)
Fabric Requirements
• 1 yard for background (This is about what we will use in class, the total
amount you need for the whole pattern is 3 ½” yards.)
• 6 FQ’s for steams on leaves (I suggest a variety of colors and prints)
• Below is listed fabric for each flower. You may find one you really like and
want to do just that one multiple times --Totally okay! This quilt can be
modified to fit your style.

In this block there are nine different prints in one
color-way going from dark to light. So for this flower
bring nine scraps that are at least 7” square.
If doing solids, bring 1 FQ for the bottom layer, 1
piece at 13” square, and the last piece would be 10”
square.

In this block there are seven different solids in two
different color-ways (yellow and brown). Bring six
different yellows and one brown. The yellows
should be at least 8” square and the brown at least
at least 4” square.
The same would apply if doing scrappy.

In this block there are seven different prints in two
different color-ways (aqua and pinks). Bring four
different aquas and three pinks (or preferred
color). The aqua should be at least 7” square with
one being 2” by 19” and the pink will require three
5” squares.
The same would apply if doing solid.

In this block there are five different solids in one
color-way. Bring four different purples (or
preferred color.) They should be at least 8” square.
For the center bring 1 FQ or four pieces measuring
at least 7” square.
The same would apply if doing prints.

In this block there are three different prints in one
color-way going from dark to light. Bring three
scraps that are at least 13” square. OR make it super
scrappy and bring three prints at least 7” square for
each layer.
If doing solids, bring three pieces at 13” square.

Below are photos of the two quilts. The one with the dark background is all prints
which makes this a great scrap buster. The light background quilt is mostly solids
with a few prints throw in for fun.

